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A

Plate II.

section of Wisconsin drift in Lyon county, Iowa. The section shows a layer of
bowlders accumulated immediately under the surface soil, here about a foot in
thickness.
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lichen, Lecidea alboccerule&cens, on sandstone at Wild-cat Den, Muscatine
It distinctly prevents erosion of the rock.
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A liverwort, A sterella

hemisphcerica Beaur. , on sandstone at Steamboat Rock, Iowa.
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LIVING PLANTS AS GEOLOGICAL FACTORS*
BY B. SHIMEK.

The importance of water as a geological agent, both
constructive and destructive, is so great and its effects are
everywhere so patent, that by contrast the importance of
other agents is underestimated, or in large part over
looked. Among these underestimated agents plants may
be classed so far as their modern work is concerned.
It is not purposed here to discuss the geological value
of plants as exhibited in various deposits, such as graphite,
coal, limestone, diatomaceous earth, etc., but rather to
note the work which is being done by living plants.
Beyond the disintegration of rock by their acid rootlets
and rhizoids, very little destructive influence is exerted
They gather up much soluble material from the
by plants.
soils, but this is returned again upon the death and decay
of the plants, and assists in the formation of the fine
surface soils.
Each individual plant takes up but little mineral mat
ter, but the amount so transferred to the surface by all the
plants of a given area is worthy of consideration.
In a large part of Iowa, notably within the Wisconsin
drift lobe, the soils are comparatively thin, and most
higher plants send their roots through them into the
underlying drift, from which they remove some of its
soluble constituents.
These are finally returned to the
surface soil, but are then more or less distinctly separated
from the coarser drift material with which they were
formerly associated. In this manner plants have no doubt
assisted other agencies, such as water, wind, and burrow• The subject is here discussed

with special reference to Iowa and adjacent territory.
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ing animals, in that segregation of bowlders in the upper
part of the drift and immediately beneath the fine surface
soil, which is so noticable in northern and northwestern
Iowa, especially within the Wisconsin drift lobe (Plate II).
From the very nature of their distribution and habits
living plants affect chiefly the last, most recent, less com
Their influence
pacted superficial deposits of the earth.
is usually exerted so slowly that the immediate results are
not striking, and never so pronounced as those sometimes
by water. Nevertheless they are sufficient to
warrant us in placing living plants among the most effec
tive agencies concerned in the formation and transforma
tion surface deposits of the earth.
It is commonly held that plants destroy the rock with
which their roots come in contact, yet one of the most
striking effects of their presence is the prevention of
erosion. Friable rocks are often held together against the
erosive action of air and water by surface coatings of
Upon the sandstone bluffs at
lichens and liverworts.
Wild-cat Den, in Muscatine county, the lichen Lecidea alboccerulescens (Plate III), forms incrustations which finally
stand out in relief as the surrounding sandstone is worn
away, and similarly liverworts, such as Conocephalus conicus and Asterella hemisphcerica Beauv. (Plate IV), bind
the grains of sandstones together by their rhizoids, and
prevent erosion. Even much harder and more resisting
rocks are often protected by plants. Thus lichens, such as
Rinodina oreina (Ach.) Mass. (Plate V), and others, form
incrustations upon exposures of the Sioux Quartzite in
northwestern Iowa, and protect the rock from wind-driven
sands in much the same manner that wax or paraffin pro
The hard quartz
tect glass surfaces from the sand-blast.
ite is usually highly polished upon the bare surfaces, while
lichen-covered areas, equally exposed, protect the rock
against the natural sand-blast to which they are so often
produced

exposed.

But this preventive power is more strikingly shown, as
a rule, in the case of looser materials, such as loess and
drift clays, residuary clays, soils, etc. If a surface of such
Published by UNI ScholarWorks, 1902
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Plate V.

Lyon county,
chiefly Rinod na oreina (Ach. ) Mass., on Sioux Quartzite,
The bare rock-surface around them is often highly polished by the wind
blown sand.

Lichens,

Iowa.
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A loess bluff in

Sioux City, covered in part with Russian thistles,
with small cottonwoods and smooth sumach.
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Plate VII.

Loess bank on Burlington street, Iowa City, Towa.
A column of loess is held in place
by the roots of a lilac bush, which have checked erosion.
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material is freshly exposed, there soon appears upon the
surface, especially if it be not directly exposed to the sun,
a coating of some unicellular blue-green alga which holds
the soil particles by its gelatinous sheath. Small mosses,
and perhaps liverworts, such as Marchantia, follow, making
the anchorage still safer by their numerous rhizoids.
On
the loess bluffs of western Iowa a Nostoc and a lichen,
Biatora decipiens (Ehrh.) Fr., commonly perform this func
tion. Then grasses, weeds, various flowering herbs, estab
lish themselves, and finally shrubs and trees gain a foot
hold. A good illustration is furnished by the bluff at
Sioux City, represented in Plate VI. Here the Russian
thistle, various grasses, etc., represent herbs, while the
cottouwood and smooth sumach are the forerunners of
woody plants.
The writer has frequently observed this sequence of
floras on loess banks which were protected from the sun)
while exposed portions of the same bank were bare,
and more or less eroded.
Wet seasons, such as that of
1902, may give such plants an opportunity even in com
paratively exposed places.
That trees and shrubs prevent erosion is well known,
and some, such as willows, are planted along water-courses
for this purpose. Plate VII furnishes another illustration.
Here the roots of a lilac bush have held a mass of loess
clay in a column, while the adjoining materials were
eroded away. An upturned tree carries with it a mass of
earth entangled in the meshes of the roots, and more or
less agglutinated by the root-hairs, and such a mass as that
in Plate VIII, will often resist the action of winds and rains
for a long time.
tn deep woods very little erosion takes place, partly
because of the dissipation of rain-drops by the branches
and leaves, and partly because the spongy leaf mould so
rapidly absorbs the water which falls upon the surface.
The result is that even in the deepest ravines with steepest
sides even after the heaviest rainstorms the water runs
clear, unclouded by the products of erosion. Once remove
Published by UNI ScholarWorks, 1902
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the forest and every shower seams and scars the denuded
hillsides.
But plants assist not only in preventing the tearing
down of such deposits, but they often assist in building
them up. That they serve as holdfasts for material car
ried by water is shown on every lake shore and along every
Plate IX illustrates such a beach on
stream in the state.
the shore of Spirit lake. As the lake subsided in recent
years the water receded, exposing the beach shown in the
Soon sedges and other beach plants appeared, and
figure.
each wave that swept over them during storms, deposited
more material, and the beaches were gradually elevated.
Other plants, such as Artemisia, etc., then took posses
sion of the higher, now dry beaches, and made possible
the accumulation of a new soil from the materials washed
down from higher grounds, or blown up from the beach.
As this new soil was formed the more luxuriant vegetation
of the higher shores gradually crept out upon the sandy
beaches, until to-day such vegetation grows in abundance
in places which within the memory of the writer were
perennially covered with water.
Plate X, representing a low alluvial bar covered with
Thirty years
vegetation, furnishes another illustration.
ago the main current of the Iowa river swept over the site
of this bar. As the current shifted to the east a bar of
sand and gravel was gradually formed on the west side.
Only a few years ago this bar was almost barren of veg
Then sand-loving sedges and grasses appeared,
etation.
and other plants — weeds especially — gradually took pos
The bar was periodically
session of the higher parts.
flooded, and each receding flood left more or less alluvium
among the lowly plants on the bar. Then the sand-bar
willow established itself, the accumulation of alluvium
became more rapid, and that part of the bar became higher
after each overflow, and finally only the higher floods were
able to reach it. Then seeds of other trees were carried to
it by wind and water, and the black willow, almond-leaved
willow, black birch, white ash and cottonwood gained foot
hold. The lower part of the sand bar, next to the river,
https://scholarworks.uni.edu/pias/vol10/iss1/9
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Although this tree had been up rooted f»r some
county.
months, and exposedtoan unusually wet season, the roots retained a large quantity
of earth.

White elm, Muscatine
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A Spirit

lake beach with tufts of Artemisia, sedges,
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Plate X.

An old sand bar in Iowa City on the west side of the Iowa river . It shows three distinct
terraces of vegetation, the one in the background being on the older alluvial plain.
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remained covered with sedges and grasses for a time, but
these too yielded to the sand-bar willow, which now
extends quite to the waters edge. These terraces of veg
etation may now be observed: the sand bar willows in the
foreground; beyond them and rising above them, the taller
black willow, white ashes and cotton woods; and in the
background the still taller elms, cottonwoods and other
trees of the old alluvial plain.
These three terraces of
plants correspond to three terraces of soils, two of them
built up out of a river bed within twenty-five years.
The beds of the lakes and ponds which were left by the
retreating glaciers were also gradually covered with an
accession of floras, each of which accumulated more soil,
partly from waters and partly from winds, and thus pre
pared the way for its successor
Such gradation of floras
is still shown along some of the lakes and swamps within
the Wisconsin drift lobe, and is illustrated in Plate XI.
These lakes and ponds were formerly so abundant in the
northern part of the Wisconsin lobe that that region was
known to the early settlers as the "thousand lake region
of Iowa," but within twenty years most of them have dis
appeared, and their beds are now covered with vegetation,
native or introduced.
Even the very wet season of 1902
was able to restore only a comparatively small number of
these former lakes.
But not all soil has accumulated from water. Indeed,
a very large part of it seems to have been carried to its
present location by winds, and again plants served as hold
fasts. The powerful influence of winds is demonstrated
constantly in the sand hills of Muscatine Island, and of
Nebraska, in the sand dunes of Lake Michigan, and by the
dust storms along the Missouri river.
Large quantities of
material are transported by winds. In the northern part
of West Point, Nebraska, several exposures show sand
which has been carried over genuine loess, in one place to
a height of sixteen feet. The writer was present when the
roadway leading to the Bohemian cemetery in West Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, was being graded. The excavation, which
was made at the top of the high ridge, revealed a fence

https://scholarworks.uni.edu/pias/vol10/iss1/9
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buried in a layer of stratified sand not less than six feet
deep, and which had certainly been deposited within thirty
years, probably considerably less. It was certainly a wind
formation.
One need but observe the dust-storms of west
ern Iowa and of Nebraska to be convinced of the motive
power of wind.
The anchorage for material so carried is usually fur
nished by vegetation.
During dry seasons, when vegeta
tion is checked, sandy areas are likely to be extended over
formerly fertile tracts. More favorable seasons or condi
tions which bring about a greater growth of plants cause
an encroachment of vegetation upon the sandy areas, and
as soon as this has taken place the shifting ceases, and new
soil is soon formed. This has been especially well illus
trated along the borders of the sand hills in Nebraska, and
there are to-day large tracts serving as cattle ranges
which, within the memory of settlers now living, were
deserts of shifting sand.
That plants do hold loose material which would other
wise be swept away, is well illustrated in almost every
field in Iowa in winter. If a field is plowed it is much
more likely to be swept bare of snow than the adjoining
stubble-field or weed patch, and in deep woods snow sel
dom drifts, but usually settles down in an almost uniform
blanket-like layer. The effect upon dust is the same.
The best evidence now available indicates that the
loess, so widely distributed in the Missouri valley, was
That
deposited upon plant-covered land surfaces by wind.
plant life was abundant during the deposition of the loess
is shown by the presence of terrestrial herbivorous mol
luscs, which were quite as abundant as the same species
are to-day in the fauna of the plant-covered surface of the
state.
The same fact is indicated by the comparatively
uniform thickness of the loess, which would not have been
maintained if there had been no plant anchorage.
In this
connection it is well to note that the comparative uni
formity and fineness of the loess materials, and the fre
quent distribution of terrestrial shells vertically through
the deposit, give evidence that it was not laid down in

Published by UNI ScholarWorks, 1902
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Edge of a pond near Okoboji,

Plate XI.

Iowa, showing drift surface with little vegetation.
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A row of trees at Clear Lake, Iowa, partly buried in sand bank.
evidently blown up from the adjacent beach.
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Plate XIII.

Wind topography near Sioux City, Iowa.
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bulk, but was a gradual accumulation
such as would
appear impossible in water in view of the extent and pres
ent topographic features of the region in which the deposit
is found.
The influence of plants upon the formation of the loess
is also suggested by the fact that the deposit is thickest on
highlands, either adjacent to streams or along morainic
lines. On these highlands terrestrial vegetation was first
able to establish itself after the recession of the glaciers
and while the lowlands were still covered by water at least
a part of the year, and in such places taller vegetation has
been able to maintain itself to this day, especially in close
proximity to streams.
Such highlands would also lie near the chief source of
supply of the fine materials, already discussed by the

writer. *

Since the retreat of the ice-sheet our rivers have been
subject to overflow, especially during the spring, after the
melting of snow and ice. During the flood period large
quantities of detritus have always been transported, and
finally deposited in bars of mud and sand. During the
summers the waters have subsided and exposed these bars
to the summer winds. Most of the material taken up by the
winds was deposited among the plants on the skirting hills,
where it entombed the shells of terrestrial snails; some,
especially the finer particles, was carried farther and
deposited in part among the more lowly plants of the
prairie, among which snails are seldom found. The
morainic highlands were situated in much the same posi
tion. They were adjacent to streams in most cases, and
sometimes to ponds and lakes which furnished very similar
conditions.
Because loess was abundant along the borders of the
Iowan drift it was concluded that glacial agencies played
an important part in furnishing material for the deposit.
The significance of this circumstance has probably been
If the border of the Iowan drift be traced
misinterpreted.
from the Wisconsin margin in Hardin county to Scott
• See ' -The Loess of Natchez,

Miss. "—Am. Geol. , Vol.
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county, and thence northwestward to Howard county, it
will be seen that it is nowhere distant from silt-bearing
The Iowa, Cedar, Wapsipinnicon, Maquoketa
streams.
and Turkey rivers furnished the silt, while the adjacent
highlands of the drift border furnished the necessary
ecological conditions.
In the western part of the state vegetation is less abun
dant, the winds are much stronger, and the silt-bearing
Missouri furnishes much more material, the result being
that thicker and less regular deposits have been formed,
and they commonly exhibit distinct wind topography, as
for example, along the Missouri bluffs on the Iowa side.
A striking illustratiom of this kind of topography may be
observed above Missouri Valley, but the finest and most
extensive area lies northwest of Sioux City (Plate XIII).
This area lies directly in the path of the dust-storms
which frequently sweep across the broad Missouri bottoms
from the southwest.
To the observer watching the
advance of one of these storms it is evident that the bars
of the Missouri furnish a very large part of the dust, and
he is not left long in doubt concerning its volume.
But
even in these western regions the formation of compara
tively stable deposits would not be possible without the
presence of plants, for they alone are able to anchor such
fine materials.
We must certainly credit plants with constructive work,
not only in the formation of alluvial deposits, but in the
accumulation of finer soils and subsoils. It is customary to
refer to new soils, such as those formed upon lava surfaces,
as products of the destructive disintegrating influences of
plants. The greater part of the soil so accumulated in
most cases, whatever may be the facts concerning lava
surfaces, is brought by wind and water from adjacent
exposed surfaces, and is retained by the plant covering
which is sure to appear sooner or later upon even the most
barren surface.
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